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The teenager comes of age
IT was almost 20 years ago when 
The University of Nottingham 
decided to open a campus in 
Malaysia.

The vision became a reality in 
2000 when it opened its doors to 
86 students in temporary 
accommodation on Jalan Raja 
Chulan, Kuala Lumpur.

That office block is long gone, 
having been replaced by 
apartments, but it served the 
university well during its first five 
years of operation as it found its feet 
and slowly grew in student numbers 
as well as the range of degree 
programmes offered.

In 2005, the university moved to 
its custom-built campus in 
Semenyih, which now hosts around 
5,000 students and employs almost 
700 staff.

From its initial offerings of 

business, computer science and 
engineering programmes, the range 
of degrees that Nottingham offers 
has grown to include biosciences, 
biomedical sciences, English, 
pharmacy and psychology, to name 
a few.

The programmes that are taught 
cover all levels of tertiary study – 
foundation, undergraduate, master’s 
and doctorate.

By design, all degrees offered are 
awarded by the United Kingdom. 
Whether you study in Malaysia, the 

UK or the university’s campus in 
China, you will receive a University 
of Nottingham degree.

This philosophy underpins 
everything that Nottingham does 
across its three international 
campuses.

Nottingham is the first British 
university to open a foreign branch 
campus in Malaysia. This was 
viewed as an innovative and even 
risky move, but 20 years on, the 
same model is being adopted by 
many other UK universities.

In realising its ambition to become 
a higher education hub, Malaysia 
now hosts five UK, one Chinese and 
three Australian universities, in 
addition to the 20 public universities 
as well as many other private 
colleges and universities in the 
country.

The University of Nottingham 

Malaysia Campus (UNMC) is  
now an established institution 
in Malaysia and among the 
members of Asean.

It remains part of the global 
University of Nottingham – 
something that is so entrenched 
in its DNA that it is hard to see 
the basic premise that “we offer 
UK degrees that are the same as 
if you studied in the UK” 
changing anytime soon.

However, like all teenagers, as 
the Malaysia campus approaches 
its 18th birthday, it is starting to 
think that it does not have to 
always rely on its parent and is 
developing its own identity.

UNMC is running and 
managing its own international 
partnerships, which would not 
have been thought possible even 
just a few years ago.

The campus recently 
embarked on a project to upskill 
about 8,500 lecturers and 
teachers in Bangladesh through 
a project supported by the World 
Bank.

This will see 1,000 senior staff 
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from Bangladesh arriving at the 
campus in Malaysia over the next 
12 months to become master 
trainers who will help deliver 
training back in Bangladesh to 
develop their colleagues.

A nice spin-off project is a 
memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) with Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia to deliver English 
language training for the 
individuals from Bangladesh who 
will require extra support in this 
area.

At the recent Bett Asia 
Conference, UNMC also signed an 
MoU with the Panyathip 
International School of Laos. The 
vision is to deliver Nottingham’s 
foundation programmes in Laos 
rather than requiring students to 
come to Malaysia.

It is hoped that this will make 
higher education more accessible 
to individuals in Laos who cannot 
afford to travel to Malaysia or the 
UK. Nottingham hopes to start 
recruiting students for the 
programmes once a 
memorandum of agreement has 
been signed early next year.

UNMC also delivers an MBA in 
Singapore and an MA in 
Education in Sri Lanka, which 
attract high-quality students who 
would have otherwise not been 
able to study at Nottingham.

When we look back at the 
first cohort of 86 students  
who enrolled in Nottingham in 
2000 and how much the campus 
has developed in the intervening 
years, it is not only about the 
purpose-built campus in 
Semenyih and the 5,000 students 
that it hosts but also the footprint 
it has left in the region, enabling it 
to reach more countries in ways 
that would not have been possible 
with just a single UK-based 
campus.
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